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I
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Printed-circuit or microstrip antennas have proven to be extremely

useful in a wide variety of applications requiring radiators that are

both low-profile and conformal. Previous theoretical investigations

have relied on simple models, which provide very useful information,

but are limited in their applicability and accuracy. During the

present project a more rigorous theoretical approach has been developed.

In addition a radiator with a new geometrical shape, that of an ellipse,

has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The

resulting antenna is able to provide circular polarization using only

a single simple feed network.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Several problems associated with low-profile antennas were

addressed in this project. A large portion of the effort was directed

toward printed-circuit or microstrip, type antennas.

From the time of their inception printed-circuit antennas have

been plagued by a seemingly insurmountable problem of excessively small

bandwidth. From all indications there seems to be little one can do

to improve the bandwidth beyond simply increasing the thickness of

the substrate. This method cannot, however, be extended too far

without the loss of the highly desirable low-profile characteristic

of the antenna. In some applications increased bandwidth is only

needed so the antenna can operate at two distinct frequencies which

may be too far apart for one antenna to operate efficiently at both

frequencies. For this purpose a dual frequency antenna was designed

by stacking two slightly different sized circular discs. Through a

proper choice of the two disc diameters and their spacings, the two

resonant frequencies can be adjusted to the desired values. The

technical details have been previously published and are included in

Appendix A.

Early analysis techniques for printed-circuit type antennas

treated the antenna as a resonant cavity bounded above and below by

conducting plates and on its sides by perfectly conducting magnetic

walls. This assumption limits the model to very thin dielectric sub-

strates and results in an infinite input impedance at resonance.

During this project the antenna was modeled as a cavity with a finite

admittance wall on its side surfaces. This admittance surface was

2
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determined by the radiated power and fringing field at the edge of the

radiator. Using this improved model the input impedance can be cal-

culated directly and results in better agreement with previous experi-

mental data. The technical details and specific comparisons with

experimental results have been published and are shown in Appendices B

and C.

In its usual simple configuration whether rectangular or circular,

the printed-circuit antenna produces a linearly polarized radiation

pattern. In many applications, however, circular polarization is

required. Through the use of multiple feeds and phase shifters cir-

cular polarization can be provided, but with the obvious increase in

the complexity of the total radiating structure. In an attempt to

solve this problem, the elliptical printed-circuit antenna was inves-

tigated theoretically. The results show that circular polarization

can be provided with a single, simple feed by simply making the shape

of the radiator slightly elliptical.

The boundary value problem to be solved consisted of an elliptical

cavity surrounded by a surface admittance wall as previously derived

for the circular disc case. Standard elliptical coordinates can be

used and the resulting fields expressed in terms of Mathieu functions.

To provide circular polarization the ellipse must have a very small

eccentricity and is, therefore, almost circular. For these small

eccentricities approximate formulas are available for Mathieu functions

in terms of more frequently tabulated Bessel functions. Using these

calculated interior fields the total radiated fields can then be

determined. For a proper choice of eccentricity good circular polar-

3



ization is predicted for a feed located along a radius at a 450 angle

from the major axis of the ellipse. The opposite handedness polariza-

tion can be generated by placing the feed at -450 from the major axis.

The detailed theoretical derivatLion has been accepted for publication

and is included in Appendix D.

A systematic experimental investigation was also undertaken to

study the elliptical printed-circuit antenna. Several sets of ellipses

were etched on printed circuit boards of varying thicknesses. The

slightly elliptical discs varied from a minor to major axis ratio of

1.0 (that of a circle) to 0.96. The field patterns were measured for

each disc at several frequencies near the frequency where best circular

polarization was obtained. In addition the axial ratio was measured

for each antenna as a function of frequency. Finally, the input

impedance of each radiator was measured. The data was compared to

available theoretical predictions and overall agreement was found.

Detailed measurements are illustrated in a paper accepted for publica-

tion that is included in Appendix E.
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A Dual-Frequency Stacked Circular-Disc Antenna

STUART A LONG. M.MI.l R. 11.-FE AND
MARK 1). WALTON

Atllal Pe dual-frequency behavior uf a pair of stacked circulAr-
disc printed -circuit antennas is investigated experimentaly. 'lhe input
impedance is measured as a function of tie sizes of (lie discs with em-
phasis placed on the values of the two resultant resonant frequencies.

I. IN'lROI)UC'TION

It recent years the use and interest in printed-circuit (or
microstrip) antennas has become widespread. A wide variety
of shapes anti configurations have been developed into useful
radiating systems. In addition to being low profile, their posi-
tive attributes include ruggedness, ease of construction, and
low cost. Perhaps the sole major problem of the entire class of
antennas is their seemingly inherent narrow bandwidth. Little
progress has been reported in overcoming this major obstacle.
The most usual method of increasing the bandwidth is siniply
to increase the thickness of the dielectric between the radiator
and the ground plane. This method cannot, however, be ex-
tended too far without the loss of the highly desirable low-
profile characteristics of the antenna. Such a technique results
in only minimal increases in the bandwidth with the resulting
thicker antenna still being quite narrow-hand in the usual sense
(less than 2 percent). Some significant increases in bandwidth
have been reported for a more complicated feed arrangement
using two probes anti a balun I l.

For some uses, however, the increased bandwidth is actu-
ally needed for only two distinct frequencies which may be
too far apart for a single antenna to operate efficiently at both
frequencies. The behavior of the antenna characteristics for
the range of intermediate frequencies may be of little or no

M;inustrrip received June 6, 1978, revmsed September 2. 1978. 1 lt
work was tupportd in part by the U.S. Army Research Office under
Grants N|14-754-l1 87 and DAAG-2q-75-0187.

Tie authorN are % %t th lie Department of :lectrical Engineering,
Univertity ai tiou lo. Houston. TX 77t004.
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"lhc lnclinflal hetavior of these resonant frequencies cani nances also result when d, and d 2 are changed. A limited set

he investigated for varying sizes of the upper disc. The two of data for this case is included in Table I for reference.
dashed curves in Fig. 4 show the tipper (il,) and lower (j,,) The far-field radiation patterns were measured in an ane-
reslonant frequencies as the diameter (f the upper disc is choic chaniber near the measured resonant frequencies for the
varied. For comparison, the theoretical 7eroth-order resonant particular structure with 2aI = 2a2 = 3.78 cm and d, = d2 =
frequency (t 0 ) for a single disc of diameter 2a1 is also shown 0.075 cm. The results are shown in Fig. 5 for each of the
in Fig. 4. In addition, the theoretical first-order resonant fre- resonant frequencies and for one intermediate frequency. In each
qucncy If, ) which takes into account the effect of the finite- case the fields in the two principal planes are shown, first E@
size thickness of the dielectric 13 1 is also shown as a function for o = 00 (-.'-plane) and then I0 for 0 = 900 (l1-planel. (The
of it% diameter for two thicknesses, d and d, + d 2 . The lover feed is located at 0 = 0.) At JL = 2.83 GItz the fields are seen
resonance It,) is relatively constant, remaining near the value to he almost exactly the same as those of a single disc [41. In
of a single disc with 2a = 3.78 cm and d - .075 cm. Trhe upper each plane a rather broad pattern is found with the value of /'s
rt.simnance (l, I is highly dependent on the size of the upper still finite in the 0 =- 4)0 plane hut with a natural null for E0
dtc with a functional hehavior similar to a singl, hut slightly there. At 1(i = 3.1 (11 the basic pattern is still the same, but
larger, dist" A suninary of the data taken, including those some pat tern deterioration has begun to show in the form of a
case" shown in Fig. 3, is presented in tabular form in 'Iable I. small dip at broadside. An additional measurement at / = 2.9

11 is lit s possible to eflectively set the approximate value W~i? shows that the pattern is still very well formed, but there
of j1 hy the choice (it the size of the lower disc, and then, would he a very sizable impedance mismatch at this frequency.
relitively independently set f[, by a proper choice of the It1s thirereseni that the narrow bandwidth is primarily due to
upper-dis:c diameter. Variations in the positions of the reso- the impedance variation and not due to pattern deterioration.
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Fig. 6. Real part of impedance witn lower disc driven.

Ill. STACKED STRUCTURE WITH LOWER DISC DRIVEN

Connecting the feed directly to the lower disc and allowing
the upper one to he purely parasitic produces an entirely dif-
ferent impedance behavior. When plotted on a Smith chait the
impedance forms only one circle in the same fashion as a
single disc. For this radiator the inclusion of the upper disc
allects both the resonant frequency and the maximum value
of the resistance. This behavior is seen in Fig. 6 where the real
pait if the impedance is plotted versus frequency for several
ditferent sizes of upper discs. Fach are edge driven with 2a2
3.7K cm, dI d2 - t,.07S cm, and the paihicular ipper-disc
diinelr as shown. The inclusion of larger discs is seen to shift
the resonant frequency down in value and also to decrease the
value of the maximum resistance. Some slight improvement in
bandwidth is also seen from the relatively broader resonance
curves.

IV. CONCLUSION

When additional bandwidth is only needed at two discrete
frequencies the stacked circular-disc antenna can he useful.
Even though the bandwidth around each resonant frequency
is only about 1 percent, two frequencies separated by 10 per-
cent or more can be accommodated. A proper feeding struc-
ture is, however, extremely important to insure the desired
dual-frequency behavior.
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Analysis of a circular-disc printed-circuit antenna
Liang C. Shen. Ph.D.
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Rtadia tio n pait cr11s of a ci rcul a r in ic n 151rip an teniia have bcci i calculated with Green's func titons

foai two-layer medium and compared with 1previousi result,, wich are valid for thin slabs and
smi~ll dielectric constants. A miode expansloiiltechnique is t hen used to find fields and resonant
frcqucncies. The theoretical results for the input inipedanices are found and are in good agreement
with experimental data.
PACS numbers 84.40.6f

1. INTRODUCTION next compuite tile resonant fields by using a mode expansion

A iicrst ipantnnaconiss o itmetllc ptchprit- technique." We show that the results obtained for the input

e(I onl top of a dielectric substrate over a highly conducting imeacsgrevywllitexrmnalda.

ground plane. To calculate the radiation characteristics of 11. FORMULATION
sutch a structure, we must use the field formulation for a two-
layer medium, which has beeni a problet oif historical inter- Consider a microst rip antenna modelled as a current
est.' For at circular-dIisk microstrip antennia.. theories have sheet placed at the interface of a dielectric slab on top of a
been developed by using free-space Green's funictionis.' In perfectly conducting ground plane (Fig. 1). The current
this paper. we first calculate tile radiation patteli by using tile sheet canl be represented by a current density
lwo- la'~cr si ratified inediunt formullat ion and compare withI J(r) = K(x,y)i6(z). (1)
previous results' which are known to be valid only when the The elect romagnietic field components due to a point source
dielectric cuonstant of tle substrate is not high atid when tile radiating ill the presence of a stratified medium have beetn
substrate is thin as compared with tile radius of the disk. We formulied in integral forms." By decomposing the current

shect intoiits iand - components, we can show by supcrposi-
tion principle that the field due to the source given by Eq. (1),

with time dependence e"" omitted, is

E, d 2r'jcos(A' +,y)K, + sin(O' +,y )K,JI
F-c b 8 ~ir f

CURRENT SHEETk2(

)X ~dk,.k, l R l
m )eA*H(ii(k, Ip' - pl), (2)

GROUND PLANE. : d r'jsin(4' + X )K. - cos(O' + X)KY,]

1x J'dk, -(I + R TEWeAhH o' (kP I p' - p1) (3)

where .- (A - k ;,):, R 1m and R 1:1are, inthis case, the
reflection coefficients of the two-layer stratified mediumn and
are given hy (A 3) and (A4). and II~ (, p' - Ii I ) is the first-
kind flankel function of the first order. We note that the
dependence of the field due to K, is just that due to K. rotat-

To compute the radiation pattern, we are only interest-
____________- ed in the limit when 1p -p'I -oc and z- -a. In such acase.

P 0'' + V 4' and Eqs. (2) and (3) become

xE..- - f d 2r'(cosOKA, + sindiA,,)

dkf,, k I - R "")e*AHk, ." - p1

I It I .t .ni rc~m ii~gnrii nn' f hcprihti~.I/,,- fh-- d -Yr(siii$K, - cosiAK,)

390.' J. Appl. Phys. 51(7), July 1980 0021-8979180/0 ?3907-09S01 .10 c, 1980 American institute of Ptiysics 3907



X dk,, -- (I +R pll (k,.Ip'-P1). K E,, ,k E,,,,, , / cosno. (lIb)

We call a-ssume Eq. (II) to be the zeroth order approxima-
lTh~e otllr colM.entsof E and If field" can be derived from i ton to he current disl ribulion of a circular microstrip an-
Eqs. (2)and (3). Ily using the sleepesl descent method, it can enna and use it to calculate tie radiation pattern.
be shown that tie electric field components in the far field Substituting Eq. (II) into Eqs. (7) and (8) (see Appen-
are given by dix H), we obtain

E. - 4 -A,' 2 sinO coso Il - R IM() 11, ( ,l 1) i12r -i)
'

4 mat 2r

J" d r'(co.,K. + sinOK,)e' , (6) El ,' cost) cosn.4
(ft,,,, l/u) - k sin20

-k cos-.'ol - R ' '(0)J ' ai,,(/,,,,, )JA,( asin)]1I - A 'M(/)lI (12)
4o r -' c - )" o sinn6

x J d'r'jco0K. + stnK, le "'", (7) '-' "-2r (13,,,,,la)ksinO

-J,,(/t,,,,, )J,,(ka sin0)jI + R "(0)]. (13)
4 i + A "(0)] When n - 1, the mode has the lowest resonant frequency

and has been extensively studied. In Figs. 2 and 3, we plot the
f- d 2r(sinOK, cosOK,)e ,'. (8) radiation field when (d - for different c, = (c,/c) and

d la ratios. The electric fields are normalized with respect to
In the above, we have omitted the singularity contributions rIoaJ,,( f,,., ). Long et al/." alculated the radiation field by
in the steepest descent approach,, which can be shown to he assuming magnetic current sheet on the side wall of the cav-
negligible (see Appendix A). We also notice that tie far field ity and using free-space Green's function. Their results are
approximation of the field is similar to that due to a current plotted in dotted curves for comparison. We note that when
hecet in free space except now that the TM waves are scaled d/a is small, both result agree very well except for 0_-90*.

by a factor I I -R 'M(0 ) and the TE waves by a factor Since their formula does not account for the dielectric effect
1I 4 R "(0)]. of the substrate, we conclude that the dielectric effect on the

Ill. RADIATION PATTERNS DUE TO A CIRCULAR DISK
ANTENNA

To find the radiation pattern due to modes excited on a
circular disk antenna printed on a microstrip board, we need
to know the current distribution on the disk for various --

modes. The approximation to the current distribution can be
obtained by studying the modes of a circular cavity sur- 0oo, I AT

ihunded by a cylindrical magnetic wall. For such a cavity,, 00o
the field inside is given by") . jE1 AT # 0.

002H,"= E,)J. [( j9,,,/a)pJ cosnq}, (9a) i -0

, ) EJ. P sinno,, (9b)

". ,,,,.,E ioJ ( )cosno, (9c)

where 000

Since tie tangential II ield has to vanisli on I lie nag- M "

net c waill, I1, (r t)) -Oor J , (ft.,, t0, where a is a radi-
us (of the cavity. The current distribution on the cavity wall is Is,? 10,

given by AT 9 I ra A- T o.

K-fixH- -,46+H+,. (10) . 0s

I herefore the current distribution for various modes is given for

by (b)

10,.,, t ( ..5. sn la FIG. 2. Radiation pattern- due to n I mode for e , 2 65 and

K E, j-(---- E" P) %inn- , (I a) A, 1,, ..41-19, ledolledcurvesarefromnLongetal. for co n(pari.on, a)
ad/la0 0.J1. (N) d/la 0.3
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H = y h., H,,.,M + g.M.. F, (14b)
Mr.p n. p

or's where n denotes the 0 variation m thep variation, andp the z
variation of the field. In the above, I E.,P,,,1.,., 1 forms the

-' ".. At # 0, natural mode and F,,,, is the unnatural mode for the electric
W field, and G.,,,, is the unnatural mode for, the magnetic field.

I EAit The natural mode fields satisfy the following equations:

0o, V xE,_= k, H.,,,,,, VxH.., =k ,.pE..p (ISa)

(V' + tk ',) ). . 0 o(15b)

and the boundary conditions

Ax E,,,,. = 0, on S,, fi.E,,,P = 0, on S. 0

h.H,,, =0, on S,, AX HP =0, on S.,

where S,. indicates the electric conductor surface and S,, the

n. side magnetic wall. The unnatural mode for the electric field/ .'F, AY '- 0 - satisfies
, 's 9 " k..,F.,p V0.,. I (16a)

\' :' J / "iwhereC.wher(V2 + k , = 0 (16b)

and the boundary conditions

= const I, on S.
SI( I Radmion padtir n% duc Io n I nr nte tmr t'. 6 and const 2, on S,

Au I M4119 11.c dotted curve% arc from Longetal for comparisofl. (a) and
di 1) 1,(h) d/ l t.

=0 on S,, (16c)a7,
radtialIon fiekl is sinall when d/a is small. I however, when where S. is the top conducting disk of the cavity and S, the
d /a , large. noted discrepancies are observed. These dis- bottom conducting disk. Since V.F.,., =
crcparicie% ait" larger %% hen c, is increased. We find that the = - ,,, we see that if k,, #0, the electric field
radiation field inc-eases in intensity when d !a increases. F,,,,,, corresponds to the field due to static electric charge
Almo the directivity in the normal direction improves when distributionp, = - k1 . permeating the cavity.
d laincreascsand . decreases. When, islargeord/a small, The unnatural mode for the.jagnetic field satisfies
more p owcr I'. directed near the hnni/ontal direction. k,,,,, = V,. (17a)

An additional elcct of the dielectric is the presence of a whre(
guidcd surface wave that carries power only in the horizon- w
tal direction at 0 - (". Ilowever, when the microstrip disk (V2 

4+ A ,,,),,,,- 0 (17b)
is mounted oil a finite-site ground plane, this guided wave and the boundary conditions
can he diffracted into other angles and gives rise to radiated
power. When the dielectric layer or the ground plane is loss- , d O , ,,
v, the guided wave ha', a complex wave number [see Eq. and

(A6). In such cases, the guided wave decays exponentially ab,,
away from the source as its power is dissipated in the dielec- - -, = 0, on S.,. (17c)
iric layer or ground plane.

We find that V-G,,,. = - ,., which implies that the

IV. MODE EXCITATION OF A MICROSTRIP DISK BY A magnetic field G,,,, corresponds to field due to static mag-
PROBE netic charge distributionp,,, = - Since

In the limit of small d, the microstrip disk acts like a V X IF""' 0,
high Q re,onator andi the field inside the disk resonator re- G,,, =
senuihIcs that of a closed resonator with a magnetic wall oii the unnatural modes are also termed the irrotational modes.
the side. "' The modes of the resonator cavity can bhe divided To solve for e It we make use of the identity"
ito the natural modes and the unnatural modes,.75 in terms

of which arbitrary E and II field can be expanded. We write V.(Ex H ,,,.p) dV

E * - ....F.... ... ... . (14a) rV xE)II,_dV- f ( X ,,. d
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txi) I (luations t 9h), ( 9). (20b), and (21b) can be solved ap-
;iilttcf xE.I ,,, pit i> (18a), proxiniately, ifi is ,uch that W(2 /i le,.k -,. In such a case,

It x'...1. A ,, Z,, . ,,, f I H._ , /i (22a)

similarly, using
where Z. is the surface impedance of the metallic surface

Vt". (E .1)dv given by . (I - i)/hj. Since the real power dissipated
.h on the metallic surface is given by

J (V E I f ,,oAl - iIE,_.,,)dl/ i,_' 1 2 il., dS'
"t . ..... 2 r- .

f i/j I.E,,,,. dS (19 a) and the Q due to this loss is

(0/ 1 S ,,,,1."j12dV op,___and the Maxwell equations V v H . itocE - J, Q,, ___,_t_
V E,,,.,. 1 ,,,p , we arrive at 2P.. 2,.

we have
,.,fr it H(,,,.,.-.JE,,,,,, dV9 I

t .E,,, dS. (l9b) From (lb), we can simplify the right-hand side as

I o solve ,'(r L,,,,., %e make use of' , II.E,,,,,,, dS Y,,, e,,,,,,, f E dS, (23a)
J:III. 7,F, I. . ...,,....V :II)dillJ.. d , 2 a

where _,,, i% tie surface admittaice of tie surface S,,,. In
H.F essence, we have replaced the surface S,,, with a lossy mag-J . , d2 t ctic wall. In general, Y,,, - (,,,(I - i(), where a is nonun-

to obtain il y. Similarly, we can relate (23a) to the Qdue to the magnet-
ic wall loss aid have

too,,, J*,,, ,J-F,,, dV/- t xl.F_,.,, dSY. (20b)
xh IE,,,,,, e,,,,,,(I - i), (23b)

lor g,,,,,,., we make use of where

f Q_.VxE- E-V XG,,, (IV- h ,xEC,, dS wElf ,,,, 'EjdV - oc (3c
(2 ]a) 2P .......

to get is tie Q associated with the radiated power loss P ........ of the
nip mode...... .tx (.I. (21b) Therefore (I 8b) and ( 9b) can be solved for e and

J. Ih,,,,, giving

,,,, I4 0I + i)Q,.,....,. ].f, J.E,,,, dV/

J.E,,,,, SF(24)'%~ ~ ~~~~1 "4- ,.,;-,,i t ,,[ (1 01i)Q,,_... I + ((1 + i)Q ........ ],(4

h,,,,,, A (25)

. ,, , l( i)/Q,,... ( f i)/Q ........
Nltiilg that the se,,tmd tcrin n (li te right-halnd side of (20ib) is smiall, we have

/ .. " J " - .I,,,,,,, d V t26)

and also that

g__ 40. (27)

We shall assume that the current source due to the probe, when d<A, is given by
J - hI,(x b)b(y). O<z-d. (28)

Wcse that due to the uniformity ofthe current on the probe along z. only the E,....... 11,...... and F,..... modes will beexcited, that

3410 J Avpl Phys., Vo. 51, No. 7, July 1980 ChOw. Kong. and Shen 3910
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'I J -lh( ,- b,)l, _v .1) .d. , (28)
WCV Ict hill Ifti te li (II if II I IVy (41fit, current oil I liet prnhi lwlmig z. only Iliet I' ........ . I ....... and I ... niodt, will he exciled, that

I, lily linotlil field% Wi, i ii 7 Varl'illl(ll are excited. Since Ihe currewll probe has uniform current distribution, there is no

t lire ; 'llula 111n in the cavily. I'u,
ifl:jn hie sflown Il Iao l ,, inol ) arec xci I d. Sinilar I y. ic c aIll the rl+ modes of Ihe caw. it y have z variation, none of them

al c\citd. As+, stuch. I lit- natura I (<otIf' otie magnlietic wail cavity which is ofintrest is tie TM mode, whose field is given by
F. .... + ...... i,, # A I(c.,, , l ,n,, , (29a)

w, Iol( .J, (/1, f0. We have assumned thai I lie probe is placed at (h 0 so that ,i,,.... is all even function of 6. The magnetic
lieId of the natural iode call be derived using (5a) giving

II,, . __ " .F k,, ( Lp) silll4 + i(J, I cosnl ]. (29b)
( /a,0,,,l)p

Il liite above, E,,,,., is a normalizing constanlt such thal

IF 1d, II lj~dl-- 1. (30)

ihuis ,..... can be derived easily.

-:,... (2/.vd )l > 03 .... b" +, )(.."

As o k ....... in l 4 . (15) is given by (3,,,,, 1a) in this case. Using file above, we find that

f .1 , E~ ' .. d V ..... i ll - 1d ( 3 2 )

1fil l,, %c elio clude Ihal

,, ',,, { ! (, i,/Q.,, ;,";,,, J,,](/.,,,,,O# -- j ([L.]_ . p)co S( )
I", 1) • ... . , -p csinh (33)

( If A iY I [ (I I I)/Q I + ((I f , )Q, . a /
-and

Idk. ....... E ',,,,,,, I( fl,,,,,a)
13,,,,/l a )-  if I' I I + (I + Oi Q ,,... ] I f W, + I/ Q ......]

Sl I ) +p)cosn/ 1 '  (34)

When k :,,,, -&.2P ,Thi% is true when Q,,. I and Q ....... > I. The resonant frequency of the disk is given when the denomina-
tors of (33) and (34) vanish. 'rhus the resonant frequency for the nnmo mode is given by

~,,l - -I.(35)
il a 2(1 . 2Q,

I lie Irequeney shilt from the inagnetic wall nihidel is due to real and reactive power absorbed by the metallic wall and real and

reactive power I'akiiig out oflhe disk resionator. Q,, call he computed since we can compute P4 .,.., the power dissipated on

hlie illallicstrfac dfl e to the mtno niode

Wt- ca. llso clincopute Q, t hiroughi ', , ile real lmer radiated by tile disk. We note Ihat (I - ,,)P,... is the collplex

plilcr Iaking our of lte disk Iolliator through the side aiilrlil te. this power includes the power in the guided surface wave
id %phlerit;l Wave radiating ilto infinity. Thus this power is also dissipated in the dielectric loss and copper tlos outside the

cavit . ie rialili there Is coiOplex power leaving the cavity I, because of the actual nonvanishing tangential 11 field at the
apcrture of the cavit To find a first-order ap)roxinlation to this nonvanishing tangential H field, we assume a current
distribution (in (lie disk due to a natural mode given byF< ,, 1+,/3 , \ <0

,lt/ I \a /#

K, (36b)

'lg I hesI ratlitted liicdiulll formlalisll, it caill e shown that fhis% current source gives rise to nonvanishing tangential 1I field at
lhe aperture given by

J!l I J Appi Piys V., 51i , htAy 1-480 Chew, Kong, find 'ePn 311
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pn h.(k,,)k,, cosk,(z + d)COSi " j A _1k , d (I + R ")J (k, p) dk
\/ ,pk,, s+nkd)

-ia ee' (k ,) cosk t (I+d)(! + R )J. (k, p) dk, (37)J1 ' cosk1 ,d pP,()

where

h.(k,.) = E ... ).J.(kpa), (37a)
2k,wp,

on(A,,) = _ E...kz, J(l,)'k,).(37b)

Thus an approximation to P,. (! - ia) is, from (23b) and (23c), given by

P,. (I-ia)= - If A dS

= ×2  .,, d.q (
-- JJO" ad# dz = ")F(.)(l +56... (38)12 f 4imalu

where F(w) is given by

F(w) = i2 "J(kva)(, + R dk, + "k, [J(k,a)] tankd (I + R dk," (38a)I f!,,J. ,. [(k3,k,/a)-k ] k. , 2 I k,

Consequently, we find, with the use of Eq. (3 1), that

Q, -!.. , ) F(w), (38b)

which can be used in Eqs. (33) and (34) to find E and H. The integral in (38a) can be integrated along the Sommerfeld
integration path numerically. The above approach is similar to the perturbation approach used in finding the resonant
frequency shift of a microstrip disk resonator. 11.12

V. INPUT IMPEDANCE

After having studied the modal excitation of the microstrip cavity, we can compute the input impedance of the antenna
quite easily. First we find the complex power P delivered to the microstrip cavity which is given by

= - f E-J* dV. (39)

Since P is also given by

P = Z,,, I , (40)
making use of Eqs. (28) and (33), we find that

Z1.= - iwupd 2 [ I + (I + t)/ Qd..,, ]E 2.m,,,J 2 [(1, fl/a)b I]4a
(fila)2 _- 01 ', [I + (I + OIQd._. I[I + (a +,)Q]

The above can be simplified to

1 iwlidJ2. [(0,6.,/a)b ](fi,,,,,/a)2 [ + (I + i)l/Qd,,. ](2 -5..)
Z , - - 4 b

In Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c), we plot the conjugate of the in the near field of the driving source. Since we have used a
input impedance using Eqs. (41) and compare the results single-mode approximation, this near field, which is singu-
with experimental data.' (The conjugate of impedance was lar, is crudely approximated.
plotted because we have used e "' in our analysis.) We find From Eq. (41) we notice that when the Q of the resona-
that we can match the input resistance very well. Also, we tor is low, the bandwidth of the microstrip antenna is larger.
hae %lightly altered f, from the manufacturer's specifica- It thus seems that a way to increase the bandwidth of the
tOlts. This is done in order to line up the resonant frequency antenna is to increase the radiation loss by increasing d la

with that found by experiment. Since e, was specified to be ratio.
2.47 l 0.04 in the range of8- 12.5 Gltz, it was uncertain that
t, remained within the range at 3 GHz. Also we find that our ACKNOWLEDGMENT
approximation to the reactance is not as good as predicted by This work was supported by the Joint Services Elec-
experiment. This is because X arises out of the energy stored troniic Program Contract DAAG-29-78-C-0020 with MIT
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APPENDIX A: INTEGRAL APPROXIMATION BY THE The inner integrals in (4) and (5) are just derivatives of/I, or
STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD

III the text (if tis paper. we can simplify integral% (4) 1.Frasrtfe eimsoni i.1

and (5) providled that we can simplify the following integrals I -R R I I

AI Ik - i-R ik , A1

(Al) %ink,,d 4 0(,1e(0,/Ik,,) cosA,,d
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Sim k, ] wa.c'c, and for TM waves, there is at most one pole. The
location of the pole, in the limit that d--,O, is given by

A-, - k 4- k(A 'd 2/k ',)(k I - k ) (A6)

Physically, this implies that when d is small, there is at most
one guided mode for the TM waves that can be excited, and

- for theTE waves, there is no mode excited. This is trueofthe

- "microstrip substrate since the dielectric layer is thin.

S['-. . k , PD[ It can he shown easily that (A3) and (A4) are even func-

'kn , tions of k I.. Therefore, Ihere is no branch point at k, = k,
When 1i' p 1I we can replace H ,",(k,, I P' -P I) by

I Iti A) I Vic 'icl'wsi tccn clpath SI)PI), the %iclc runni (A,,, ).the (2/rk,, I p-- pc)"e, p in (Al) and (A2). Thus there is
i'ccci, It 11mi (A . acd thit "e (A,,) on the cmplex , pI ncc. a stationary point at k,., = k sinO, where

-- tan '(Ip'- pI/z).
The localiciris of the singularities, the stationary point, and

1 + R ,the steepest descent path passing through it are shown in
I -R , 1 Fig. 5.

2 sink ,.d The pole gives rise to a surface wave which decays rap-
-d+ i(i/p,)(k,./k,)cosk,,d . (A4) idly from the surface since k,r is pure imaginary. Thus when

sinkd+I p' - p I- - c and z - o., in other words.,when we are in the

far field, the dominant contribution to (Al) and (A2) comes
where,,. -: ( - h ,)-. The locations ofthe poles are giv- from the stationary point. With the steepest-descent analy-
en by the transcendental equations sis, it can be shown that

(-,k. dI t I '(0 e)

ak for TM waves (A5a) 1,- 1 R "(fk,.. I r - p'I
.lk,. 2 I1 -R ""'(0)l (AM)
,kk,d for 'E waves. (A5b) iRr
t k: 

1 2 1+ R "( ) e
p~k., )--ll+R'(O)I e"L "'

It can he shown that the ahove can only have solutions in a i I r - p'I
trl am domai of the complex plane, and thus the ialure of 2. , R e k ( MS)

ili' at Sc (ie t0 the pole contibutic ins canl be predtelcr- r R
icicetl. Wheni d is small. t here is no pole cicut Iih~utlil for I-I We can use the above to derive Eqs. (6)-(8).

APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF THE E-FIELD FOR A CIRCULAR DISK ANTENNA

First we shall evaluate the L,, component given by Eq. (8). It can be shown easily that Eq. (8) can be reduced to

Z-' L [ -- I + R 'l(0)] -I J dp'd ' [K,. cos(oi' - 4,) + K,. sin(4,' -4,)] exp[ -ikp'sinOcos(k3 -4,')].
4r, i rJ,o

Letting the integal part of the expression above he 1 , substituting with Eqs. (I la) and (I lb) results in

"" d ~ [: ") n cos( ) -- J , (/"--p') cosn0' sin(6' -4,)]

C eX p iltv/sinO 1ncos( -4- ')I (B2)

t Ilg lie it'l that

j. . cd, esp( ir C is4 iMe) J linrr).

and;it .1 ,, ) . ( I )"J.,t), it Call he slowII that1

.*wilt, %III(d), 6 ) ,:xpl /Ap' sin'l cos(c' 4b )I dft' I t( i)" 2 --- J (kp' sinO) sinnh (113)
k-P, sin()

mid

0 1 c c )xpj I/. o " (b )1 d 2.-( i)" ''J, (kp'sineo) sinn4b. (144)

I Ici ef crc I 12) h 'econt es

3
(
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A"21dp'n; (J1,,_IAf y.. /a , J(Apj' sin~l) +~ j Rh,,/u)P' JJ,(p' sinf)

J Recognizing the integrand to be exact derivative, we have

(/,,, /a)k sin()

L~~..I n(- o sinnS
- ~ '~' '~ 2r (fJ,1,a)k sinG ,f,,,),(aiG[

Next, we shall evaluate theff,, component which is derivable from Eqs. (6) and (7). Thus

El =iAk coso ( () e"~ pcrdo K, o( -4'

+ K,, sin((6 --- qV )] expi - ik-p' inG cos(O - 0 ')]. (137)

Letting the integral part of the above expression be 12' and substituting with (I la) and (I Ib), we have

1, f f~p dp' dO'i(E,/p,)"'2EJ. ("" P)cost,' cos(o - (k' - an 4.zP,) sinnO' sin(45 - 4'

It can be shown that

j costO' cos(qO - 0 ') expi ikp' sinO cos(O - O ')J -27r i)" ''cosnoJ , (kp' sinG), (B9)

f ,,snq SnO-4' xi A sn o46-0) 21rn( 0" i)" J,(-'iO) ROrA sinG

Iherefore

I., i~ // ),2 ,2r( i)" conO p'pJ("' p ,,(kp'sinG) + n2J,,(kP' sinG). [(f3,r,/1a)p'] (Bi11)
-- itj,)2 ,,m -i" Of Ja 1 J-P~k ([,,,,,/a)kp' sinG

It can be shown that

~ p') sinG + f2J.~ [(/3,,,, a )p' Jj,,kp' sinO)
PiJ a (- p (kp' (/3,,,+ /a)kp' sinG

/J.Y- k 2 sin 2G + 0 (02p'4~ p')J (k sin~p') - k si nt'Jp'J, ;(13Zp'J,(k sinOp')] (B12)

AS such

(13 (~p," la) oI 21r( - t) 2cosn46 aJ. ( ,,,J(k sin~a) (B13)

and

E,, e /,' 2 ,--(-i'', cosO cosn4, - a,(3,,J(ka sinG)] I - R IM(G) (B 14)

2r (fl_1,,a)2  k sin2()

A R W.,i. ('ai J I'liv% 29.5S77 5920(951) 'K Kor,,kawa. IRE~ Trans. Microwave Theory and Tech. M1T-6, 178-
I) It 14r,.k. l',w 11:11: 1012. C, 1W1 121011'55) 197 11958)
I %I I~rckI,,rvkikh. Wlave%' m' Livered Medfa tAc~idcuuai. New York. "MI 1). waltoo. M.S. I hv%mv University of Houston. Texas. 1976.

'I N K,,,,,. (.ao~phitac 37. 11X5 9096 t 1472) "WS. C (hew and J A Kong, J. Math. I'hy% (lo ht published)
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The Elliptical Microstrip Antenna with

Circular Polarization

L. C. Shen
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Houston
Houston, Texas 77004

Abstract

Theoretical analysis of an elliptical microstrip antenna is presented.

It is shown that radiation from this antenna is left-hand or right-hand

circularly polarized in a narrow frequency band when the eccentricity of

the ellipse is small. The theoretical result agrees with the experimental

data.
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1. Introduction

Microstrip antenna!; of .:ircular or rectanqular shapes usually radiate

linearly polarized wav(. ;. In many practical applications circular polari-

zation is required. Circular polarization may be obtained by using multip]e

feeds [I] or by altering the shape of a rectangular microstrip antenna 121.

It is also known that a simple microstrip antenna, namely, an elliptical patch

on a microave printed-circuit board, can be made to radiate circularly polar-

ized waves [31. Such an antenna requires only one feed and its geometrical

shape is simple enough to permit rigorous theoretical analysis to be carried

out in a standard coordinate system. In the present study, the radiated field

of an elliptical microstrip antenna is obtained in terms of tabulated functions.

rhe effects of the fringe field at the edge of the elliptical patch and those of

the dielectric substrate are taken into account in the calculation.

2. The Elliptic Coordinates

An elliptical microstrip antenna is shown in Fig. 1 in which the parameters

a, b, c and d are also defined. The elliptical conducting patch may be obtained

by applying photolithographic techniques to a microwave printed-circuit board.

The antenna may be driven on the edge at *0 degree from the semi-major axis by

a coaxial line through the dielectric substrate (as shown in Fig. 1) or by a

microstrip line.

Elliptical coordinates of u and v are used in substitution of x-y coordi-

nates while the z axis remains unaffected. For an ellipse of semi-major axis

a and semi-minor axis b, the foci are at x = c whereseimnraxs telc
Ii

I
-
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c a2_ 2 1/2c =(a2-b2) 1/  .(1)

The x-y coordinates are related to the u-v coordinates by the following for-

inulas:

X = (. cosh u cosv (2a)

y = c sinh u sinv (2h)

The ellipse is defined by

u = u n ) (3)

and the driving-poLnt Is at the elliptical coordinates (u = u0 , v = vO )

where

v 0 = tan (tan uO)  (4)
0 ~ tanhu 0

The eccentricity of the ellipse is defined as

e - (5)c a

Assuming that the thickness of the dielectric substrate is much smaller than

a wavelength in the dielectric so that fields in the dielectric do not vary

with respect to z, the Maxwell's equations reduce to the following set of

equations:

2Ez a2E2z 2 s2 2 2u2 + + k2c (cosh u-cos v)E, 0 (6)u_ 2 v 2 1



I

* wjjclcosh 2U-cos 2v aaE

j (8)

u 2

wjjc/cosh 2u-cos V

11Z 0, I* = 0, and E - 0,

and

k =wT (9)
k t =t

Throughout the analysis the time factor e is used; the magnetic permea-

bility 1 of the dielectric is equal to that of the air, that is, w =0

and the permittivity of the dielectric and that of air are denoted C1 and

CO , respectively.

3. Mathieu Functions

Solutions to the partial differential Equation (6) may be expressed in

terms of Mathieu functions S (C,cosv) and S (C,cosv) and related radial
om em,

functions J om(C,coshu) and J em(C,coshu) [4].

E = [Am S om(C,cosV)J om(C,coshu)
Z m=0 mma

+ BmS em(Ccosv)Jem (C,coshu)1 (10)

where C k I c

In practical applications, the excitation of the m = 1 mode is favored since

L... m ' ' ._. - .,
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it has the lowest resonant frequency and its radiation is mainly i., the z

direction. Therefore and from hereafter, only two terms in (10) correspond-

ing to the m = 1 mode will be retained.

Since the electric field has a z component only, the boundary condition on

the upper conducting patch and on the lower conducting ground plate Is auto-

matically satisfied. The only boundary condition to be imposed is on the

elliptical edge defined by u = u:

-l =K +Ey (at u = u ()

In the above equation, H can be calculated from (8) and (10); E is givenV z

by (10); K is the current maintained by the transmission line at the driv-z

ing point (uov 0):

I0
K z  0 6(v-v 0) (12)

Z2 2
CV cosh u0-Cos v 0

where 10 is the total current at the driving point, and ys is the surface

admittance as seen by the elliptical cavity bounded by u<u0 and -d<z<O.

The surface admittance takes Into account the effect of radiation and the

fringe field. Its value will be given later.

Multiplying S.l on both sides of (11) and integrating over v from 0

to 2Tr yields the following:

A1  S10 (Ccos v0 )/P
A, 001 2 2 (13)

Olu+jy WjC/cosh2 u Cos v u
au u 0 s 0- 0 010

B1 may be obtained by a similar procedure:

__i
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-jW 1S1 (C,co.;Vo)/MC

B Q~ 0 I(14)B I ;) l l . . 2 -- . . . _ _(

~i~' +jWPiC/cvsh u -Cos vJ(C h
0 0+ Ys C - O 0 Jel (Ccoshuo)

where M 0 f2 dv and Me = 2 el "
H1  0 1 02 d M0J S v

4. Approximate Formulas

Experimental data [3] showed that the elliptical antenna would produce

circular polarization only if the eccentricity was small. Difference between

a and b was of the order of a few percent. That is, the ellipse should al-

most be a circle. For small eccentricity, C = kIc<l, approximate formulas

for the Mathieu functions are available [41:

S 1 (C,cosv) = (l+3C 2/32)sinv-(C 2/32)sin3v (15)

Jol(Ccoshu) = [(1+3C 2/32)J (C sinhu)
01'2 (l+C 2 /8) 1

(C2 /32)J 3 (C sinhu)] (16)

Sel (Ccosv) = (1+C 2/32)cosv-(C 2/32)cos3v (17)

Jel (C,coshu) = / [(I+C 2/32)JI(C coshu)

+ (C2 /32)J 3(C coshu)] (18)

Me = (I + C2/16) (19)

= r(I + 3C 2/16) (20)I1

In (16) and (18), J and J3 are Bessel functions of order I and 3, respec-

tively. Again, since the ellipse is almost a circle with 0.97 < b/a < 1

a '_____
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the admittance surface y of a circle can be used 15]:

Ys = gs + j bs (21)

= d [(ka)21 + 12] (22)gS 2a 0 [(o0 1 2

= 1J1 (ka sinO)
2 sinO dO , (23)

I =f o [,I (koa sinO) 2d,(4
- cos202

2 = 0 sino ! ]2 dO, (24)

bs = .1 (w ) / Ic 'J (w ) ]  '(25)

w = 1.841/(]+A) /
, (26)

2de 0  1
A = -- [n(Nd) + 1.41 - + 1.777TE I a 2d0

+ A (0.268- + 1.65)] (27)a ( 0

= (oIio) 12  (28)1/2

0 = (IjO/El) 1 '2  (29)

The surface conductance g is determined by the power radiated through the

openin of th caviy, andthe suface usceptnc bS i eemndb h

fringe field which increases the capacitance by a factor of (I+A). The

formula for A stated here is due to Chew and Kong [6] who obtained this

formula which is more accurate than the one used in [5].

5. Radiated Field

The internal fields of the elliptical microstrip antenna are completely

determined in terms of the approximate formulas presented in the preceding
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r-

section. The radiated electric field Tr can then be calculated from E
z

which sets up an equivalent magnetic current at u = u0 , 0 < v < 2i:

-r
E VxF (30)

0 h dv' J-d dz' C Ez vI (31)

where h = C/cosh 2u0-Cos 2V0 and G is the free-space Green's function. ByV

using the free-space Green's function the effect on the radiation field of

the dielectric layer in the external region (u > uo) is neglected. However,

according to an analysis by Kong [7], the effect can be taken into account

by introducing a factor to the final result. This will be done later in

the present analysis.

Substituting (10) in (31), noting that

h v' = -a sinv x + b cosv y , (32)

and after rather tedious manipulations of the integral, the following re-

sults are derived:

-jk0 r k2

E= e 2 1 2 coso[l-R TM()}(ix sin-I yCOS)
kI-kosin0 X(33)

E e

E e4rr r [l+R TE(6)1(1 cosco+I sino) (4

where k0 and kI are wavenumbers in free space and in the dielectric, re-

spectively. Spherical coordinates r, 0, 0 are used. Furthermore,
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(U) -.12k 1 d
-M---kJ (1-1) (35)

+ F- 2kz
d  0

'IE-j (]+RdoE )  (36)I+I+R (I

1+R'rEO) = . .'I'E d -J(36)

TE j1 jk1 d 1)
01

TM k0 z-kz 
(37)

ROI - o
01 k 0+kI

k 2 2
TE Oz 1 0 l z (38)
Rol = -'- 2 72 -- '

0 (k k+kokl
kOz kI (k) 1z

k cOz k 0oCosO 
(39)

k = 2-k0 sin20)1/2 
(40)

C2

1 =-ira{A'[Ji coJ2CO xC + (3J0 4J2 cos2a+J cos4t)I

B' [J2sin2t - - J s in 4a  (41)

C21 =ITb{A' [-J2sin2c + (-2J 2sin2t+J 4sin4a)
]

+ B'i [0 +Jz2 cos + 2 (J0-J4 cos4a)
]  (42)

A' A 1 Jo0(C, cosh u0
)

)

B' B Jel (C, cosh uO0 , (44)

-1 a c O (45)
a =tan b sin ,

and Jot J and J are Bessel functions of under 0, 2, and 4, respectively

. ~ ~ ~ 2 4 : 7" '.,.



with argument Q where

Q = k sinO(a 2 cos 2 + b2sin 2)112 (46)

In (33-34) factors have been introduced to take into account the presence

of the dielectric layer.

6. Results and Discussion

The radiated electric fields are qivon in (33) and (34) are in terms of

simple trigonometric functions and Bessel functions for which efficient com-

puter programs are readily available. In Fig. 2 the amplitude and phase of

E and E on the z-axis(which is the direction of maximum radiation) arex y

plotted as functions of frequency, with the position of the driving point

as a variable parameter. It is seen that optimum circular polarization

can be obtained when the driving point is placed at 450 to the major axis

with frequency equal to 2.79 GHz. The effect of changing the position of

the driving point is to change the relative amplitudes of the x directed

and the y-direction electric fields. Moving the driving point toward the

major axis enhances the excitation of current flowing parallel to the major

axis and thus results in greater amplitude for E . It is also seen thatx

the phase is not a sensitive function of 0" The elliptical microstrip

antenna for which Fig. 2 is produced has b/a = 0.98. In Fig. 3, the fields

of a microstrip antenna of b/a = 0.96 are calculated. It is seen that

although Ex is equal to Ey in amplitude at f = 2.82 GHz, the phase differ-

ence is greater than 90* so that the quality of circular polarization is

not as good as that shown in Fig. 2. Note that in Fig. 2 as the frequency
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is changed from the optimum frequency, not only do the relative ampliudes

of Ex and Ey change but also the relative phase angles deviate from the

ideal 90' value. Polarization ellipses on the z axis are shown in Fig. 4

as functions of the operatinn frequency. Arrows indicate direction of

rotation of E fiild at a fixecd point in t:h, z axis. Thus; in Fiu. 4 all

fields are left-hand ell iptidally polarized.

Radiation patterns of an elliptic:il antenna with b/a = 0.98 operated

at the optimum frequency for circular polarization are shown in Figs. Sa

and 5b. It is seen that quality of circular polarized is quite good for 0

less than 45*. The polarization ellipses are shown in Fig. 6 for various

e angles.

Based on extensive experimental data, Yu [3] discovered the following

characteristics of the elliptical microstrip antenna.

(a) "Generally, the radiation associated with the elliptical antenna

element is elliptically polarized, but is circularly polarized

when the antenna element is coupled through a feed point on a

radial line of the elliptical lamina which is oriented at a 450

azimuthal angle relative to a semimajor axis of the ellipse. If

the radial line on which the feed point is located is rotated 450

counter clockwise relative to a semimajor axis of the ellipse,

the polarization of the radiation communicable by the antenna

element will be left-circularly polarized. If the radial line

on which the feed point is located is oriented at an angle of 45*

clockwise relative to a semimajor axis of the ellipse, the polar-

ization of the radiation in question will be right-circularly

polarized". These statements are in agreement with the present
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theory, as shown in igs. 4 and 6. It is also noted that if 0

is changed to if-0 1, and 0 to U-0 in all preceding formulas, then

E0 will be unchanged while E Is changed to -E,, resulting in

right-hand ellIptically polarized radiation.

(b) To achieve an opcratt ng frequency f, the semimajor axis a of the

ellipse is given by the equation a = p/f1/:, where p is an

empirical constant ranging From 0.27 to 0.29. Accordi ig to the

present theory, using parameters in Figs. 2, 5, and 6, p is found

to be equal to 0.275 which agrees very well with the empirical

value.

(c) "It has been found that the desired circularly polarized radiation

communicability may best be achieved by limiting the eccentricity

of the ellipse to a range of 10 to 20%." For b/a = 1.84/1.88,

the eccentricity is equal to 20.5%. Present theoretical results

show that good circular polarization is obtained (Fiq. 4(a)]. For

b/a = 1.80/1.88, the eccentricity is equal to 28.9%. Present

theory shows that quality of circular polarization is not very

good, as seen from Fig. 4(b).

7. Conclusion

Currents, internal fields and radiated fields of an elliptical micro-

strip antenna have been expressed in terms of Mathieu functions which may

be expressed in terms of Bessel functions when the eccentricity of the

ellipse is small. Left-hand or right-hand circular polarization can be

obtained in a narrow frequency band for an elliptical microstrip antenna

-- - ' .-
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of small eccentricity. Only one feed is needed to excite the circularly polar-

ized antenna. All. formulas are In terms of functions that can easily be

programmed on small computers to facilitate the design of such an antenna

for practical applications. Theoretical results are in good agreement with

available experimental data.
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Figure Legends

Fig. I An elliptical microstrip antenn, and the elliptical coordinates.

Fig. 2 Amplitudes and phases of E. and E on the z axis of an ellipticalx y

microstrip antenna with a = 1.88 cm. b = 1.84 cm, d = 0.16 cm,

6 = 2.47 Lot driven at 0 with 10 =lamp.

Fig. 3 Amplitudes and phasfss of E and E on the z axis of an ellipticalx y

microstrip antenna with a = 1.88 cm, b = 1.80 cm, d = 0.16 cm,

L = 2.47 ,-Ot driven at O with 10 = I amp.

Fig. 4 Polarization ellipses on the z axis as functions of frequency

(a) for elliptical antenna with b/a = 1.84/1.88 (b) for elliptical

antenna with b/a = 1.80/1.88. Other parameters are same as those

given in the legend of Fig. 2. Arrows indicate direction of rota-

tion of the electric field. Antennas are driven at =0 
= 450,

resulting in left-hand circular polarization.

Fig. 5 Radiation patterns of an elliptical microstrip antenna with para-

meters given in the legend of Fig. 2. Driving-point is at = 450

(a) 0 and w plane (b) r = r/2 and 3ir/2 plane f - 2.79 GHz.

Fig. 6 Polarization ellipses as functions of 0 produced by an elliptical

microstrip antenna with parameters given in the legend of Fig. 2,

driven at 4, 45, with f = 2.79 GHz (a) on the 4, = 0 plane

(b) on the 4, = 900 plane.
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An Experimental Study of the Circular-Polarized,

Elliptical, Printed-Circuit Antenna
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Department of Electrical Engineering
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Abstract

Elliptical shaped printed-circuit antennas were fabricated with

varying eccentricities and their impedance and radiation patterns were

measured. Special attention was devoted to investigating the design

criteria which produced the best circular polarization.
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I. Introduction

Over the past several years the printed-circuit antenna has proven to

be an eflficient and effective radiator. In its simplest configuration,

whether rectangular or circular, it can be designed to produce a broad

beamwidth, linearly polarized radiation pattern with its maximum in the

direction normal to the plane of the antenna. The most direct approach

to provide circular polarization from such an antenna is to use two feeds

located geometrically 90 degrees apart and with a relative phase shift of

90* . This configuration excites two orthogonal modes each of which pro-

vides a linearly polarized wave at right angles to each other and shifted

in phase by 900.

Several methods have been proposed to provide the desired circular

polarization without the additional complexities inherent in the dual feed

and phase-shifter radiator. The pentagon [11, corner-fed rectangle [2],

and the 45' slot [3] variations have all been designed for this purpose.

Recently Shen [4] has shown that circular polarization could also be

expected from a slightly elliptical radiator fed along a line 45* from its

major axis. Similar behavior had been seen experimentally by Yu [5] earlier

but never developed.

In this paper, a careful experimental study is carried out to investi-

gate the behavior of the radiated fields and the impedance of the ellipti-

cal radiator as a function of frequency, eccentricity, and dielectric thick-

ness. The results are then compared with the theoretical predictions of

Shen [4J.
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II. Experimental Impedance Measurements

To Investigate the properties of the elliptical printed-circuit antenna

a set of ellipses with varying eccentricities were etched on two different

thicknesses of printed-circuit board. The slightly elliptical discs shown

in Figure 1 varied from a b/a ratio of 1.00 (that of a circle) to b/a - 0.96.

The major radius remained constant at 4 cm while the minor radius was pro-

gressively reduced to about 3.84 cm. Five different ellipses were etched on

both 0.3175 cm (-1/8") and 0.1575 cm (~1/16") thick teflon-fiberglass micro-

wave printed-circuit board.

The impedance of each antenna was measured as a function of frequency

from I to 2 (;Hz using an automatic network analyzer. An illustrative example

of one of these swept frequency measurements is shown in Figure 2 in Smith

chart format for the case of d = .3175 cm and b/a= .976. While no attempt

was made to match the antennas to the characteristic impedance of the 50 ohm

line, this could be accomplished by feeding the disc away from the edge

along the same 450 radial line. The experimental results are also shown in

a display of the real and imaginary parts of the input impedance as a

function of frequency. The resistance and reactance are shown for the case

-:f d = .3175 cm for four different values of b/a in Figurt3-b. Similar

graphs for the case of d = .1575 cm are shown in Figures 7-10.

The deviation from a circle seen in Figure 2 is manifest in the double

peaking behavior seen for the same antenna in Figure 5. The impedance of

the radiators that are most nearly circular (Figures 3 and 7) are seen to

resemble the impedance of a circular disc as one would expect. As the disc

becomes more elliptical (Figures 4 and 8) two distinct resonances begin to

appear. This feature is more apparent in the 0.1575 cm thickness case

I
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since the resonance curve for the circular disc of this thickness is approxi-

mately half as wide as for the thicker case. Even though the resonance

curves in Figures 3-10 are seen to be broader in the double resonance cases

the polarization does not remain circular over this larger impedance band-

width. At the first of the double peaks the radiation is linearly polarized

along the major axis of the ellipse. As the frequency is increased the

radiation becomes more nearly circularly polarized. As the second peak is

approached the radiation becomes linearly polarized again, but this time

oriented along the minor axis of the ellipse.

III. Radiation Patterns

To investigate the polarization of the radiated fields from these ellip-

tical printed-circuit antennas, far field radiation patterns were measured.

Since the possibility of circular polarization was of concern, all patterns

were taken with a spinning, linear-polarized horn. The printed-circuit an-

tenna itself was used as the source by attaching a small, lightweight,

battery-powered transmitter directly to the back of the ground plane of the

antenna. This transmitter assembly was placed on the rotating table inside

an anechoic chamber and the spinning horn then used as the receiver.

Radiation patterns are shown in Figures 11-13 for three different ratios

of b/a with the same thickness d = .3175 cm. The = 900 plane represents

a cut directly over the minor axis of the ellipce. Similar patterns were

also recorded for cuts made over the major axis and over the feed point of

the disc. The frequencies were chosen by experimentally finding the fre-

quency for which the axial ratio was a minimum at 0 = 0* (normal to the

plane of the disc).

IA .. ..
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For each case the spin-linear measured patterns are shown by the solid

line. In addition the theoretical maximum and minimum fields for all pos-

sible orientations of the linear polarized receiving antenna are shown for this tre-

quency and geometry. The curve is normalized only at the point of the

maximum field at 0 = 0. It is seen that both the theoretical curves and

the experimental data confirm that for a properly chosen eccentricity and

frequency the resulting radiation is quite nearly circularly polarized (about

I dB for b/a = .976 in Figure 12). This circularity is seen to deteriorate

both for the case when the disc is made more circular (Figure 11) and when

it is made more elliptical (Figure 13).

To investigate its dependence on frequency the axial ratio at 0 = 0*

was measured for each antenna as the frequency was varied. Using the exact

dimensions of the experimental antennas and the manufacturer's stated value

of dielectric constant (c = 2.48) the theoretical curves accurately indicater

the lowest value of axial ratio and the general shape of the curves for each

eccentricity. However, the frequency for which the minimum axial ratio

occurs is not well predicted. For this reason a search for the indicated

value of dielectric constant was made using the theoretical formulas and

the experimentally found frequency of minimum axial ratio. For each differ-

ent antenna, the best value was found to be E = 2.41. Thus in Figure 14,r

the experimental data and the theoretical curves for this value of dielectric

constant are shown. Reasonable correlation is seen for all aspects of the

theory and experiment. (Use of cr = 2.48 would simply shift the theoretical

curves to the right along the frequency axis.)

These curves indeed show that there exists an optimum eccentricity and

also give an indication of possible frequency bandwidth. As noted earlier,

LjidazirAIL
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this bandwidth due to polarization is even narrower than the impedance band-

width measured in the previous section. Even for the best antenna

(b/a = .976), the axial ratio is less thain 6 dB only over the range from

L.33 to 1.35 GHz or a bandwidth of 1.5%.

IV. Conclusions

It has been shown that with the proper choice of eccentricity and fre-

quency the elliptical printed-circuit antenna can provide a circularly

polarized radiation field using only a simple single feed network. The

behavior of its impedance, pattern and axial ratio as a function of eccen-

tricity, frequency, and dielectric thickness has also been investigated.

[t is seemingly an eicellent design choice when both the usual character-

istics of printed-circuit antennas and circular polarization are required.
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List of Captions

Figure 1. Geometry of elliptical printed-circuit antenna

Figure 2. Smith chart display of impedance (d = .3175 cm; b/a - .976)

Figure 3. Impedance versus frequency (d = .3175 cm; b/a - .993)

Figure 4. Impedance versus frequency (d = .3175 cm; b/a - .985)

Figure 5. impedance versus frequency (d = .3175 cm; b/a = .976)

Figure 6. Impedance versus frequency (d = .3175 cm; b/a = .960)

Figure 7. Impedance versus frequency (d = .1575 cm; b/a = .996)

Figure 8. Impedance versus frequency (d = .1575 cm; b/a - .983)

Figure 9. Impedance versus frequency (d = .1575 cm; b/a = .976)

Figure 10. Impedance versus frequency (d = .1575 cm; b/a = .962)

Figure 11. Radiation pattern (d - .3175 cm; b/a = .985)

Figure 12. Radiation pattern (d - .3175 cm; b/a = .976)

Figure 13. Radiation pattern (d - .3175 cm; b/a - .960)

Figure 14. Axial ratio versus frequency (d .3175 cm)
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